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Baseline Startkit
Cloud Pak for Integration

Enfo has 20 years experience from helping our customers get the 
right information to the right place, at the right time, at the right 
cost.

This knowledge and best practice is leveraged to provide a quick 
start for a full-fledged integration capability in place for our 
customers.

We will set up your integration capability, in the cloud, as a hybrid 
or on premise, at a fixed price within a set timeframe.



IBM Cloud Pak for Integration
IBM Cloud Pak for Integration includes all integration capabilities 
you need in order to fulfill your demands:

• API Life Cycle Management

• Application and Data Integration

• Enterprise Messaging

• Event Streaming

• High Speed Data Transfer

• Secure Gateway

This is put together in one look and feel with additional functions 
for logging, tracing and asset repository. It is installed on top of Red 
hat OpenShift which is a modern container platform.

The license model will let you mix and chose which capability you 
want to use for your setup.

Baseline Startkit for Cloud Pak for Integration

The startkits consists of several 
modules, adjusted for your needs 
with the possibility to chose which 
ones you need. 

Installation

We will install and configure your 
Cloud Pak for Integration platform 
which also includes the setup of 
Red Hat OpenShift. It will be designed and configured to meet your 
needs in the cloud, hybrid or on premise based on your need. 

Training

To better understand the capabilities and features of your new 
Cloud Pak for Integration environment, we will train you in the 
following areas: 
• Red Hat OpenShift introduction
• Cloud Pak for Integration basics
• Optionally train you in the different integration capabilities

Proof of Concept Project

Together with you, we build and deploy a simple integration 
solution integrating your applications with your data. We will use 
Baseline to document both requirements and the implementation, 
and you will get hands-on experience using all the tools available to 
you.

Best practices
Enfo has a portfolio of best practices for integration. With this 
module you will get insights in those and adopt to your mix of 
capabilities.

Next Steps workshop
Now that the integration capability is up and running, and your 
staff is trained and ready, we want to make sure that you get the 
most out of your investment in time and money. We spend a day 
together with you and your staff to pinpoint what activities you 
should focus on to make sure that you maintain the momentum 
you’ve created with the Baseline Start-kit. We put together a 
roadmap with activities and a rough timeline.

IBM Cloud Pak for Integration is one of the most complete packages of integration capabilities on the market. 
It is ideal to solve your integration challenges. It can be deployed anywhere, on your premises or in any cloud. 
It gives you a common look and feel for all integration capabilities and is fully adopted to modern ways of working. 
All this combined will give you a best in class integration environment including efficient operation, a great 
developer experience and a low total cost of ownership.

Benefits

• Fixed price of the startkit which gives you control of your 
costs.

• Short implementation lead time through pre-package 
material that has been used before.

• Quick start of your project through a pilot adopted to your 
needs.

• Smart usage of competence with a combination of 
specialists from Enfo and knowledge from your own 
organization

• Increased knowledge through training and practice

Integration Services

If you have questions or want to order this service, please contact Enfo:

enfogroup.com info@enfo.se

Additional Integration services from Enfo
Enfo offers support and competence for Integration solutions 
both during development and runtime phases. They can be 
packaged in order to support you in the best way. Below are a set 
as services that can be used separately or in combination.

• Customized educations through our Integration Academy. It 
includes overview and detailed sessions as well as  practical 
exercises.

• Workshops that help you explore possibilities with Event 
Streaming and analyze your business needs and possible use 
cases.

• Development teams that offer all needed roles and 
competencies for a successful implementation of your project.

• Full service within Enfo Integration as a Service concept 
including all that is needed for Development and Operation. 
This will make it possible for you to focus on your business 
needs.

• Operation, Support and Management services that help you 
with your daily tasks of your own Kafka streaming platform.
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